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R I C H A R D  R É V É S Z

   
 Once one starts evaluating a musician, it is 

almost impossible to make it short.   

So, to begin with, piano is black. Generally. 
Sitting behind such a dark instrument must 
be strange, although, in some people' view, 

practicing on it makes a difference. Too many 
keys, those two hands.  

The head: sometimes silly, some other times 
super-intelligent, gifted, coordinating all the 

numberless memories of life, love and 
happiness – almost impossible to be 

expressed by the vertical, black and white 
keys available. 

Richard Révész never gives it up. He is 
constantly, audably and tastefully fighting for 
all those crispy, fresh pictures to be turned 

magically into music by the hands. And then, 
ladies and gentleman- the piano...and so on, 

and so forth. 
We are lucky to have our révészricsi 

continuously, methodically pouring beautiful, 
technicolour dreams into our ears through 

this shiny, black instrument. 
  -by bbz - 

Richard Révész- one of 

Europe's greatest jazz pianist 

”Most people fondle some kind of mania. 
What I have mostly done in the past 
thirty years is Latin jazz on piano. I 

attempted to approach authenticity by 
acquiring all technical and stylistic 

detailes. My efforts got awarded by the 
ambassador of Mexico. I have had the 

pleasure and opportunity to play together 
with great many of my musical idols. 

During the day I teach at the Jazz Piano 
Department of the Musical Secondary 

School of Budapest. 
In the evening I am often invited to play 

jazz and popular music as a guest 
musician at various musical productions. 

I feel complete and blissful when I play in 
my own formations refreshing my 

audience with music done with passion. 
As I respect my knowledgeable audience 

to the greatest extent, I offer an 
inspirational experience and  music 

played by quality instruments.” 

Richard Révész 



 

SHOWS TO BE ORDERED

We provide joyful, happy moments in clubs, culture houses and corporate events. 
We create a white-hot atmosphere in concert halls, open-air events or festivals.  

Orsi Urban – Richard Révész duo  

”I know you love me”-   American evergreen jazz, pop and 
Latin hits for quality audience: clubs, concert halls, 
corporate- and other events. 

45 – 60 minutes 

Richard Révész Latin Trio 

Afro-Cuban music. Love, passion and heat, hot Latin 
rhythms. Own songs and remakes for keen jazz- and 
Latin fans. 

60 minutes 

Ricardo Salsa Club 

Latin American dance music: Salsa, Cha-cha-cha, 
Mambo, the Caribbean taste of life: large orchestrated 
version for companies, open-air events, larger audiences 
and festivals. 
90 minutes 
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VIDEOS

❖ Richard Révész promotional videó 

❖ Orsi Urban- Richard Révész duo 

❖     Richard Révész Latin Trio 

❖          Ricardo Salsa Club 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maTZztweod4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4FCU0dO6n0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjNbZJjmJsI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4RLbjuHFaU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maTZztweod4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4FCU0dO6n0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjNbZJjmJsI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4RLbjuHFaU&feature=youtu.be
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